
A Critical Essay on Erich Kästner's "Das doppelte Lottchen" 

 

The Parent Trap could definitely be classified as one of the most iconic 

films of all time. Not only did it introduce the talented starlet Lindsay Lohan to 

the world, but it also set up the standard for sibling goals for children all across 

the globe. However, with the film doing really well in terms of box office 

statistics, it has taken away the attention on the fact that this film was actually an 

adaptation. The unique and captivating plot of having two twins being separated 

at birth and reunited in the future was actually from a German novel called, “Das 

doppelte Lottchen”, which translates to “Double Lottie” in English, by German 

Author, Erich Kästner. 

 

In Kästner’s original version of the plot, there were 2 girls named Lottie 

(orig. Lotte Körner) and Lisa (orig. Luise Palfy) who meet at summer camp in 

Bohrlaken on Lake Bohren (orig. Seebühl am Bühlsee), where they discover that 

they are actually twins who were separated at birth. Their parents divorced, 

each keeping a child with them. Despite having different personalities, with Lisa 

being the loud, rude one from Vienna, and Lisa being the shy, respectful one from 

Munich, they both have the same want of meeting and getting to know their 

other parent. With that goal in mind, they decide to trade places at the end of 

summer camp, so that each twin gets to live with the other parent that they are 

legally a child to but have never gotten a chance to get to know. While everyone 

thinks that the two girls seem a bit odd when they come from back camp because 

of their sudden change of personality, nobody suspects that they are actually 





someone else. When Lottie finds out that their father is planning to marry 

another woman, she becomes very sick and isn’t physically well enough to write 

back to her sister in Munich. While that’s happening, their mother discovers a 

picture of the twins from summer camp, which resulted to Lisa exposing her true 

identity and spilling her and her twin sister’s plan and basically, the entire story. 

The mother calls her ex-spouse in Vienna to tell him of what’s really happening 

and to find out why her other daughter stopped writing. When she hears that her 

daughter is sick, she and Lisa travel to Vienna and upon their daughters’ request; 

get back together to unite the family they once had.  

 

The story shows a contrast between two parties, emphasizing how 

different their lives were. While one side shows a more humble, quieter, poorer 

lifestyle, the other displays a more laid-back, chill, richer one. The dissimilarity 

between the two sides could also explain why the parents in the story were 

divorced, as it shows a possibility of them not getting along because of their 

different lifestyles, interests and passions. Another point to support this could be 

the personalities of each twin. Since they were both raised by one parent each, it 

could see how each parent’s personality was rubbed off on the child left with 

them. Lisa, who lived with her mother who was poor in the book, grew up to be 

the quieter and shy one while Lottie, the one raised by their father who had a 

higher socio-economic status, was otherwise: being the louder and cooler one. 

After showing the difference in their lifestyles, the author begins the interaction 

of the twins through a feud to further display the contrast between them but 

then eases the tension by letting the characters find similarities between 





them—literally and figuratively.  

 

Kästner captures the hearts of his readers by showing the strength of the 

bond between sisters despite the differences that could or should keep them 

apart, like, the long distance between their homes, their different lifestyles and 

personalities. He also used their innocence and their pure hearts to make the 

readers feel some sort of empathy for them and their intense longing for a 

complete family (even when they disregarded the circumstances their parents 

were in—circumstances that usually, only grown-ups would understand).  

 

The structure of the plot could have been patterned after Freytag’s 

pyramid, as the beginning introduces the characters and how their worlds are 

different from each other. This is then followed by the inciting incident of 

discovering their twin-sisterhood, which led them to do something, which is 

identified as the rising action; where they swap places to get to know their other 

parent. The climax included many factors, which made it a whole lot more 

interesting. This part of the plot includes their father marrying another woman 

and potentially ruining the chances of their family from ever coming back 

together, the revelation of the twins’ plan and their true identities and when 

Lottie stops writing updates to Lisa. The author used a complex and eventful plot 

to keep the story flowing and interesting enough to keep the reader going. The 

climax is then followed by the falling action, where the girls and their parents are 

reunited once more to talk about the situation they’re in and what they’re feeling 

about everything. The plot ends with the conclusion—where all main characters 





get along, all problems are solved and the parents get back together to form the 

family they once had.  

 

In a formalism approach to the interpretation of the story, you could say 

that it could be easily understood through the elements present in the text. 

Everything needed to understand the story was there to help the reader in 

keeping up with the characters and the plot. An example of this would be the 

contrast between the two main characters. This helps the reader see that there is 

a barrier between the two, but the tension will inevitably spark an important 

relationship among the both of them where they will discover a common thing 

that will bring them closer to one another, which is a common thing for most 

stories. (e.g. Peeta and Katniss, Tris and Four, Megamind and Roxanne). Another 

would be how the author used identical twins, who a lot of people believe have 

this extremely special bond that can’t be broken by outsiders. With the use of 

identical twins, it intensified the importance of their relationship, especially 

since they were separated. Through that factor, it would make the reader want 

the family to be one again, for all of them to be happy and for the sister bond to 

never be broken. There are many other elements included in the story, like the 

setting, and how it the different lifestyles of the parents, the imagery, which was 

used to put some emotion to words written down on paper, the problem the 

twins had to face, which was stopping their father from further ruining their 

family, and many other spectacles. All these factors help in explaining the story 

and if there are any questions asked about it, such like its theme, the 

developments within it, its plot, or even its symbols, the answers could easily be 





found within the text, without the help of any outside research.  

 

Through the point of view of a formalist, it could be said that the way 

Kästner connected all the elements of the story and the way he ordered the 

events, was to touch the hearts of his readers—to keep them attentive to the 

story of two 9 year old twin sisters and be amazed by their perseverance and 

determination, which is something they both strongly attain, despite their 

differences. He kept the story light-hearted, despite the circumstances (parents’ 

divorce), and showed how the family in the story was good friends with destiny. 

The author had a different approach of showing the world the importance of 

family and how they have a bond even deeper than blood.  




